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Preface
The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), through its Evidence-based
Practice Centers (EPCs), sponsors the development of evidence reports and technology
assessments to assist public- and private-sector organizations in their efforts to improve the
quality of health care in the United States. The reports and assessments provide organizations
with comprehensive, science-based information on common, costly medical conditions and new
health care technologies and strategies. The EPCs systematically review the relevant scientific
literature on topics assigned to them by AHRQ and conduct additional analyses when
appropriate prior to developing their reports and assessments.
This EPC evidence report is a Technical Brief. A Technical Brief is a rapid report, typically
on an emerging medical technology, strategy or intervention. It provides an overview of key
issues related to the intervention—for example, current indications, relevant patient populations
and subgroups of interest, outcomes measured, and contextual factors that may affect decisions
regarding the intervention. Although Technical Briefs generally focus on interventions for which
there are limited published data and too few completed protocol-driven studies to support
definitive conclusions, the decision to request a Technical Brief is not solely based on the
availability of clinical studies. The goals of the Technical Brief are to provide an early objective
description of the state of the science, a potential framework for assessing the applications and
implications of the intervention, a summary of ongoing research, and information on future
research needs. In particular, through the Technical Brief, AHRQ hopes to gain insight on the
appropriate conceptual framework and critical issues that will inform future research.
AHRQ expects that the EPC evidence reports and technology assessments will inform
individual health plans, providers, and purchasers as well as the health care system as a whole by
providing important information to help improve health care quality.
If you have comments on this Technical Brief, they may be sent by mail to the Task Order
Officer named below at: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 540 Gaither Road,
Rockville, MD 20850, or by email to epc@ahrq.hhs.gov.
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Telehealth
Structured Abstract
Background. Telehealth includes a wide range of technologies used in health care, many of
which have been evaluated in thousands of research studies and hundreds of systematic reviews.
The vast size of the literature and the variations in how the literature has been collected,
evaluated and synthesized can be an impediment to understanding what is known about the
effectiveness of telehealth and what questions remain unanswered.
Purpose. The purpose of this brief is to create an evidence map that is generated by identifying
and then describing a limited number of key characteristics of the evidence that is available to
inform practice and policy decisions about telehealth.
Methods. An evidence map is a specific type of rapid or abbreviated review. While the creation
of the evidence map is based on systematic review methodology, its goal is to describe rather
than synthesize available research and to use graphics when possible to represent selected
characteristics of the evidence. We created bubble plots to examine the distribution of the
evidence in terms of volume and conclusions about benefit by clinical focus area and by
telehealth function separately. We also determined how much evidence is available about
combinations of clinical areas and telehealth functions and based on this developed assessments
about the adequacy or need for evidence on selected topics.
Findings. We identified 1,305 citations about telehealth, of which 44 systematic reviews met our
inclusion criteria. A comparatively large volume of research reported that telehealth
interventions produce positive results when used for communication/counseling and monitoring
and management for several chronic conditions and for psychotherapy as part of behavioral
health. Topics with an evidence base that could be the focus of future systematic reviews include
telehealth for consultation, in acute care, and in maternal and child health. We also identified
topics with a limited evidence base such as telehealth for triage in urgent/primary care,
management of serious pediatric conditions and the integration of behavioral and physical health
that may be best addressed by additional primary research. Finally, telehealth research should be
integrated into evaluation of new models of care and payment so that the potential of telehealth
can be assessed in organizations that are implementing these reforms.
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Introduction
The existence of research on a topic does not guarantee that evidence can be used to support
practice and policy decisions. In order to support decisionmaking, the research literature needs to
be identified, evaluated, and synthesized. Furthermore, each of these steps needs to be planned,
operationalized, executed, and presented so that the evidence addresses the questions relevant to
the important decisions. Decisionmakers and other stakeholders may be able to do this ad hoc if
the volume of literature is small and the issues are straightforward. However, if the topic is broad
and the body of literature is expansive, the task quickly becomes daunting.
This is precisely the case with telehealth. Telehealth includes several different technologies
that are not treatments or inventions in and of themselves, rather they are used to expand access
and deliver care in alternate formats. Technologies such as remote patient monitoring and
videoconferencing can be used to expand specialty care to seriously ill patients in intensive care
units (ICU), to patients in critical assess hospitals, or to patients and providers in areas with
shortages of health care providers. Similarly, technology can be used to extend primary care to
remote areas and increase the frequency of patient and primary care provider interactions.
Internet applications can be used to facilitate psychiatric and other counseling. Devices can be
used to evaluate status in patients with chronic conditions who need close monitoring. Many
combinations of technologies, functions, and conditions have been studied to date. The National
Library of Medicine added the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) term “Telemedicine,” as a
synonym for Telehealth to its list of indexing terms in 1993. There are currently over 14,000
articles and over 400 systematic reviews that have been assigned Telemedicine as a major
subject heading indicating that this is the focus of the publication.
The purpose of this technical brief is to identify and then describe the research available to
inform decisions related to current practice and policy issues. Beyond describing what is
available, the brief also aims to identify key areas in which evidence is insufficient for these
purposes and suggest what future research (systematic reviews or primary studies) is needed.
The format for completing these tasks and presenting the results in this brief is an evidence
map. An evidence map is a combination of a systematic approach to identifying the existing
literature on a topic and a description of key characteristics of the existing evidence. This
description includes graphic presentation of these key characteristics. It is called a “map”
because of the use of graphics and because, like a map, it is a representation that emphasizes and
presents some, but not all features, just as we use topographic, economic, road, and climate maps
of the same area for different purposes. An evidence map should help clarify the current state of
research and possible future directions. Evidence mapping is “emerging as a less exhaustive yet
systematic and replicable methodology that allows an understanding of the extent and
distribution of evidence in a broad clinical area, highlighting both what is known and where gaps
in evidence exist.”1 As a form of rapid or abbreviated review, evidence maps have been used by
several organizations and are likely to become more common as the evidence base across health
topics grows.2-8

Background
The State of Telehealth
Telehealth encompasses multiple technologies that have been applied to a wide range of
health conditions, populations, and settings. Additionally, telehealth mirrors the rapidly changing
technology environment, and the corresponding evidence base is rapidly expanding in both
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volume and scope. Many different definitions of telehealth are used in the scientific literature,
among policy leaders by industry and other stakeholders. The Health Resources and Services
Administration (HRSA) provides the following well-accepted definition of telehealth: “the use of
electronic information and telecommunications technologies to support long-distance clinical
health care, patient and professional health-related education, public health, and health
administration.”9 There are also several related terms such as telemedicine, eHealth, and
mHealth, which have been defined by the Office of the National Coordinator for Health
Information Technology (ONC).10
Van Dyk illustrated the relationships among the many varied terms related to telehealth
(Figure 1).11 The different forms of telehealth can be used in a variety of clinical areas and the
technologies evaluated in the literature range from videoconferencing, image exchange, and
streaming media to wireless communications and monitoring.10 These telecommunications
technologies can provide long-distance health care, educate patients and providers, and support
management of chronic conditions in patient’s homes. The wide-ranging capabilities also create
one of the major challenges of systematically reviewing the literature on telehealththe
heterogeneity among existing studies. Studies of telehealth may vary by setting: rural or urban;
home, community, clinic, nursing home, or hospital; radiology department; pharmacy;12 and by
clinical indication, health care delivery function, type of technology, and expected impact.
a

Figure 1. Scope of telehealth terminology

a

Figure reprinted from A Review of Telehealth Service Implementation Frameworks by van Dyk11

Current Practice and Policy Issues
The motivation for this technical brief emanates from United States Senators Bill Nelson and
John Thune, who asked for a literature review on the value of telehealth and remote patient
monitoring, particularly for the chronically ill, with a focus on expanding access to care and
reducing costs.13 A multi-stakeholder letter to Senators Bill Nelson and Susan Collins from
several medical, patient advocacy, and industry groups supported the call for such a report.14
Initial searches in response to this request confirmed that there is a large volume of literature
consisting of both primary studies and systematic reviews about applications of telehealth. This
literature covers a broad range of topics and is of varying quality. Given both the volume and
variability of the literature, it was not possible to quickly assess where there is sufficient
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evidence to support policy and practice decisions through a full, comprehensive systematic
review or where additional systematic reviews or primary research are needed. For this reason
the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Evidence-Based Practice Program
commissioned an evidence map as the initial step in response to the Senate request, that would
lead and help guide future work.
The request for a systematic review of “the growing body of evidence demonstrating the
value of telehealth technologies”13 is rooted in a belief that telehealth has the potential to produce
positive benefits, a desire to promote the effective use of telehealth, and motivation to remove
barriers to its use. Telehealth has been described as having great promise in the sense that it
could leverage the $30 billion investment in electronic health records that ONC has made in the
last half-decade through the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
(HITECH) Act.15 While the potential benefits and possible uses have been extensively
enumerated and described (e.g., improving quality, promoting safety, and expanding access),16-18
there is also a body of literature that outlines barriers as well as challenges to implementation and
widespread adoption of telehealth.19,20
In order to inform the methodology and the structure for this evidence map we started by
identifying the key issues that stakeholders hoped the research evidence would help address. We
based our assessment on the letter mentioned above, our discussions with Key Informants (see
Methods below for details), background materials such as reports and testimony, and our
expertise derived from both an earlier review and our team’s collective experience in this
field.17,18,21
Key issues involve identifying situations where telehealth use is supported by the evidence,
obtaining sustainable funding for it use, and encouraging health care providers to apply it.
Although telehealth promises great potential for improving health care delivery,12,22,23 challenges
include problems in reimbursement, scalability, and licensure.19,20
By definition, a technical brief must have a more narrow focus and content then a systematic
review. Because the letter from the Senators emphasized a focus on the use of telehealth within
the health care system, we narrowed the scope of our analysis to interventions that include some
aspect of a patient interacting with the health care system and a health care provider for the
purposes of treatment, management, or prevention of disease. This excluded applications such as
informational Web sites, mobile applications that do not facilitate interaction, and purely
educational activities. Also, because issues related to implementation are addressed after
effectiveness is established, we focused on describing the available evidence related to
effectiveness. How these decisions were operationalized is described in the next sections on
objective and methods.

Objectives and Guiding Questions
The purpose of this technical brief is to provide a survey of the large amount of currently
available research about the impact of telehealth on health outcomes and health care utilization
that can be used to inform policy and practice decisions and guide future research. This differs
from a common use of technical briefs to explore topics with scant evidence. This technical brief
uses an evidence map format as a means of both presenting and analyzing the information. The
map first focuses on describing the currently available systematic reviews that could potentially
be used to guide decisions. This approach acknowledges that evidence-based decisions should be
guided by a body of literature, and not usually by an individual study. The map format also
provides an opportunity for two additional activities: 1. to identify areas not addressed or
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inadequately addressed in these reviews, for which primary literature may be robust enough for
further systematic reviews, and 2. to allow enumeration of areas with gaps in evidence that will
require additional primary research.
The questions below guided our work mapping the available research on telehealth
interventions.
1. Describe the current research on the effectiveness of telehealth interventions.
a. What telehealth interventions have been studied for effectiveness or harms?
i. For which interventions are there systematic reviews available?
b. What patient populations and conditions have been studied with telehealth
interventions?
c. What settings and situations have been studied with telehealth interventions?
d. What primary outcomes have been studied with telehealth interventions?
e. What study designs have been used in studies of the effectiveness of telehealth
interventions?
2. Describe the gaps that exist in the current research.
a. Which telehealth interventions identified by experts as currently relevant have no
research evidence, or inadequate evidence?
b. For which telehealth interventions are additional primary research studies needed to
answer questions important to policy and practice, e.g., additional patient populations
or outcome measures?
c. For which telehealth interventions are there sufficient primary research studies that a
new systematic review would add to current knowledge?
The organizing principal for this specific evidence map, given the goals of the stakeholders,
is that the evidence must be structured in terms of both format and content so that it could be
used to inform policy and practice decisions. For this reason we include consideration of the
quality and the findings of systematic reviews in our map. However, quality and results are not
addressed comprehensively as they would be in a full systematic review and these topics are
often not included in technical briefs. For this reason we used and adapted approaches that have
been used in other literature maps to including some elements of quality and results,5-8 which we
describe in methods.
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Methods
An evidence map combines a systematic approach to identifying the existing literature on a
topic with a description of key characteristics of the available evidence. Methodology and
guidance for the creation of literature maps exist.24,25 However, there are currently no accepted
standards for this type of review, and, as one methods paper points out, the exact content and
approach may vary based on the goals of the project: “Systematic maps aim to describe the
existing literature, and gaps in the literature, in a broad topic area, and the literature quality and
content can be analyzed in depth or more superficially as appropriate to individual projects.”24
In order to achieve the objectives listed above and create an evidence map for telehealth, we
developed a protocol based on adaptations of systematic review methods26-28 and with input from
Key Informants (KIs) and the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). The
protocol was posted on the AHRQ Web site on August 11, 2015
(http://www.effectivehealthcare.ahrq.gov/search-for-guides-reviews-andreports/?pageaction=displayproduct&productid=2110).

Discussions with Key Informants
A group of six KIs representing diverse perspectives, including policy, research, telehealth
use, and practice, and two additional U.S. Senate staff, participated in interviews during the
initial phase of the project. The purpose of these interviews was to identify the current major
practice and policy issues surrounding telehealth. Knowing these issues was crucial to
understanding how stakeholders would want to use research evidence about telehealth. In turn,
these issues informed our searches and development of the review inclusion and exclusion
criteria, and they also guided the collection and presentation of descriptive information in the
evidence map.
During the interviews, KIs raised the following major points:
• KIs were concerned that there is already a vast body of literature available, but much of it
may be of low quality and therefore not useful for decisionmakers. At the same time, they
noted that, in their opinion, there are a number of well-executed studies. They stressed
that combining results across studies without considering the quality of the research of
the individual studies may be the reason many systematic reviews fail to come to clear
conclusions about the effectiveness of telehealth.
• KIs emphasized that enough detail about how telehealth was used, including for which
type of patients and it what situations telehealth was studied, needs to be included in the
research evidence in order for it to inform decisions about payment, licensing,
credentialing, and investment.
• KIs underscored the need for cost effectiveness and other health care utilization outcomes
in addition to clinical effectiveness outcomes. They emphasized the need for data on
effectiveness and cost as higher priority than data on more process-related outcomes such
as acceptability of telehealth by providers, patient satisfaction, or implementation
facilitators and barriers.

Search Strategies
We searched for evidence reviews in Ovid MEDLINE®, the Cochrane Library of Systematic
Reviews, and PROSPERO, looking for completed systematic reviews and for systematic reviews
in process. We also identified reviews of reviews (sometimes referred to as umbrella reviews)
12

and checked their reference lists against our list of identified reviews. Searches were limited to
systematic reviews published in or after 2006 through the end of May 2015 with search date
ranges ending in 2005 or later. This end date (2006) was selected because it was deemed early
enough to capture all relevant published systematic reviews and primary studies of current
telehealth approaches and technologies. The cutoff date for publication of 2006 coincides with
the publication date of a previous systematic review of telemedicine that our Evidence-based
Practice Center performed.29 These dates were discussed with the KIs, who agreed that older
evidence would have very limited relevance for pending decisions.
After screening, assessing, and categorizing the reviews, we conducted additional searches in
Ovid MEDLINE for primary studies using the same relevant inclusion criteria on topics not
covered by included systematic reviews. Similarly, to identify grey literature reports that were
essentially systematic reviews, we searched the New York Academy of Medicine Grey
Literature database. We also searched the Websites of telehealth-related organizations and U.S.
government agencies with involvement in telehealth. When reviewing reports by U.S.
government agencies and telehealth organizations we searched for both reports that were similar
in methodology and purpose to published systematic reviews as well as for products with
objectives similar to this brief (i.e., describing the state of the evidence available to support
decisions about telehealth). Our search strategies including a list of Web sites searched are
included in Appendix A.

Study Selection
We developed criteria for inclusion and exclusion of studies (first systematic reviews and
then primary studies) based on the Guiding Questions and consideration of the current issues and
questions raised by stakeholders. The ability of the research evidence to inform decisionmaking
guided study eligibility criteria, influenced what information we collected, and shaped how we
presented our findings. We adapted a standard framework used in systematic reviews
(population, intervention, comparators, outcomes, timing, and setting) to outline our eligibility
criteria. Inclusion and exclusion criteria are detailed in Appendix B. A list of the included
systematic reviews can be found in Appendix C; excluded reviews are listed in Appendix D.
Definition of telehealth interventions for this brief. As described in the introduction,
telehealth can refer to the use of several different technologies for many purposes related to
health care. In order to define a scope that corresponded to pressing policy questions and to be
sure that we were summarizing evidence on comparable interventions (i.e., not comparing apples
and oranges), we established a core definition for this brief. For our purposes, for an intervention
to be considered telehealth it had to include the use of technology to facilitate an interaction
between a patient and the health care system or interaction between two or more providers when
the interaction was directly related to an individual patient’s care. The interaction could include
the exchange of information or treatment or counseling, and it could occur over distance or at
different times (asynchronous). Following a precedent set in previous studies, telephone-only
voice conversations were not considered telehealth. E-mail and Short Message Service (SMS)
text were considered to be telehealth if they replaced an in-person interaction (i.e., automated
text messaging was not included) but they were not included if they were only in one direction
(e.g., notifications) or if they were not personalized (e.g., generic messages since to a group of
patients). This definition was applied to both systematic reviews and our later consideration of
individual studies.
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Study design. Our primary search was for systematic reviews that focused on telehealth and
synthesized clinical or utilization outcomes across primary research studies. The overarching
requirement for including a systematic review was its ability to help in decisionmaking. This was
our rationale for focusing on systematic reviews, as a well-conducted review should identify,
evaluate, and synthesize evidence, including drawing conclusions across studies about the
effectiveness of interventions or explaining why such a conclusion could not be made. As such,
where such systematic reviews exist and are recent, they are the pinnacle of the evidence
hierarchy when it comes to informing decisions. Based on this rationale these systematic reviews
form the basis of the core of our evidence map.
For a study to be considered a systematic review it had to have included a search of one or
more citation databases, based study selection on prespecified inclusion and exclusion criteria,
and assessed the quality (or risk of bias) of individual studies included in the review. We did not
require that the review had to have conducted strength of evidence assessments of the body of
evidence for each outcome, but we did abstract data on whether this was done, how it was done,
and how this influenced the conclusions in those that did. As noted above, we also required that
the review must have had search date ranges ending in 2005 or later to be included in the
evidence map.
Outcomes. Included studies had to report clinical, resource utilization, or cost outcomes,
corresponding to KI interest in research on the effectiveness of telehealth. We did not include
studies of patient or provider satisfaction with or attitudes toward telehealth. We also excluded
studies where the outcome was the extent or success of implementation. Studies of diagnostic
accuracy were also excluded.
Population. We included studies of adults and children for whose care telehealth was used
for prevention, diagnosis, or treatment for any health condition.
Timing. We did not restrict inclusion according to timing, length of the intervention, or
followup. We included review studies published in 2006 or later and that included a search with
an end date in 2005 or later.
Setting. We did not restrict the location of either the provider or patient.
To assess potential studies, abstracts were reviewed by two investigators and full-text articles
for all citations deemed appropriate for inclusion by at least one of the reviewers were retrieved.
Full-text articles were reviewed for inclusion or exclusion by one investigator and confirmed by
a second investigator. Discrepancies were resolved by discussion and consensus.
Included systematic reviews were grouped by clinical focus and the telehealth function. We
used these groupings to describe the literature and generate the tables and bubble plots that
constitute our primary analysis. As a secondary analysis we then compared the topics covered by
the included reviews to major topic areas in which telehealth interventions have been observed.
For the topics not covered by our included systematic reviews, we first examined the topics
covered by excluded reviews as a means of verifying the existence of studies that could be
analyzed, and supplemented this with searches for primary research on the topics that were still
not represented. We applied the same inclusion criteria, except study design, to identify
potentially relevant primary research.

Data Extraction and Data Management
After identifying the subset of systematic reviews that met our inclusion criteria, we
extracted data from the reviews into tables. This included basic information (dates of search,
number of included studies, number of included randomized controlled trials [RCTs]),
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information on the clinical focus area, study purpose, populations included, the function
telehealth plays in health care, telehealth modality/technology, and two indicators of the rigor of
the review (i.e., was there a strength of evidence assessment and was there a meta-analysis
attempted?). To develop these tables we started with a list of information of interest and tested it
on selected included studies, and then refined and finalized the list to include what is reported in
the identified systematic reviews on telehealth. See Appendixes E and F for data extraction
tables. Additionally, we generated a list of the included studies and their sample sizes for each
review (Appendix G). We used these lists to eliminate duplicate studies and avoid double
counting when reporting the number of studies and patients in the included reviews as indicators
of the size of the evidence base.
For areas we identified as not covered by included systematic reviews, we reviewed the
clinical focus and telehealth function for excluded reviews and also searched for potentially
relevant primary research studies.

Data Synthesis: Generating an Evidence Map
An evidence map combines graphics, tables, and accompanying text. While the methodology
for evidence maps is not standardized, by nature they involve a reductive approach to
summarizing and presenting information. Evidence maps are not comprehensive, rather they
present selected characteristics and they rely on categorization and grouping of information.
For our evidence map the core graphics are two bubble plots and a figure. One bubble plot is
organized by clinical focus of the telehealth interventions, while the other is organized by
healthcare function. We selected these two categorizations because decisions about telehealth are
usually made about its use with particular types of patients (clinical focus) or to deliver a type of
health care service (health care function). Each of the two bubble plots then convey three
additional dimensions about the clinical focus or health care function categories: (1) number of
studies included in reviews, (2) total sample sizes (e.g., the number of patients), and (3) finding
of effect. The figure presents how the clinical focus and function categories intersect. This
creates groupings of the evidence that are more specific, for example is shows what evidence is
available about telehealth for monitoring and management (function) for people with chronic
conditions (clinical area). This figure reports for each grouping (1) the number of reviews, (2)
the number of studies in the reviews, and (3) the overall conclusion of each review.
To develop the clinical and function categories, team members first individually extracted the
information from all the studies. Then team members met, reviewed the topics of the included
reviews, and developed the categories for clinical focus and function through discussion and
consensus. It is important to note that the categories for this descriptive analysis were derived
from the literature and do not constitute a list of all possibilities for telehealth. For clinical focus
the reviews included those with specific indications (e.g., diabetes) or more general clinical areas
(e.g., behavioral health). For function we grouped the reviews by the service the telehealth
intervention provided (e.g., monitoring, counseling).While both of these plots represent the same
group of systematic reviews we chose these two different approaches to organization and
representation of the information as these correspond to the key types of decisionmaking
identified by the Guiding Questions and the KIs. Policy and clinical decisions can be made based
on the functional category (e.g., decisions about programs for monitoring chronic disease in the
rural elderly) or by a clinical area (e.g., support for specific interventions for patients with
diabetes) or by combinations. The organization of the evidence in these plots and the table will
assist users in determining if evidence exists about specific telehealth interventions and if this
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evidence can be used to inform decisions about telehealth for specific clinical focus areas and/or
functions in health care delivery.
The individual bubbles in these plots represent the specific clinical area or function for which
we found systematic review evidence that met our criteria. The other dimensions are the number
of individual studies (indicated by the size of the bubble), the number of patients studied
(represented on the y-axis), and a weighted estimate of the reported effect (represented on the xaxis). The first two characteristics required looking across reviews and determining which
studies were in multiple reviews. The lists of studies included in each review were used to create
a list of primary studies without duplicates. The number of patients in these studies and the
number of unique studies were then aggregated by both clinical focus and function. In the figure
that combines clinical focus and function the number of studies reported is the total number in
each review and therefore there are duplicates within the cells.
Creating a weighted way to summarize the results of systematic reviews involved more
interpretation and decision rules. First we reviewed the conclusion of each review. Many reviews
include multiple outcomes and while more details are provided in the Evidence Tables
(Appendix E) the conclusions needed to be summarized. The systematic review results were
coded as 1=no effect, 2=unclear, 3=possible positive effect, 4=positive effect based on an
assessment of the primary outcomes, as well as all outcomes. If the results had a consistent
direction of effect for the primary outcomes, the codes of 1=no effect, or 4=positive effect were
used. If the primary results were mixed, any secondary results were also considered. If the results
had an inconsistent direction of effect and the review authors stated that a conclusion was not
possible it was coded as 2=unclear. If either some primary outcomes or the majority of all
outcomes showed a positive effect the conclusion was coded as 3=possible positive effect. These
codes were assigned by one team member and were checked by another team member. Any
differences were discussed by the entire team and based on that discussion a code was assigned.
The weighted estimate of reported effect used in the bubble plots was created by multiplying
the overall conclusion code (1 to 4) by the number of studies in the review, and then averaging
the scores for all reviews of given clinical area or function. While this does not create a value
with absolute meaning, it allowed us to compare the relative strength of the conclusions by
clinical area or function. Based on this, the further to the right the position of the bubble is on the
plot, the more consistently positive are the conclusions of the reviews, where further to the left
indicates no effect or unclear findings.
While bubble plots and the intersection figure provide an overall picture of the literature,
they can only represent limited numbers of variables and estimates that are not extremely
precise. This is discussed in more detail in the Discussion section of this brief. For this reason we
have included other tables and charts, as well as narratives. We used Chi-square tests to explore
relationships between the conclusions of the systematic reviews and the patient setting, type of
outcome, whether the reviews used quantitative analysis, and whether the reviews used strength
of evidence in their conclusions. We consider the Evidence Map to consist of the sum of the
information in this report.
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Findings
Results of Literature Searches
The search and selection of systematic reviews are summarized in the literature flow diagram
(Figure 2). Database searches of published literature resulted in 1,122 potentially relevant
articles. We identified an additional 183 potentially relevant articles through the grey literature
search and search of Web sites for telehealth organizations and government agencies. After dual
review of abstracts and titles, 562 articles and grey literature reports were selected for full-text
dual review. Of these, 44 systematic reviews were determined to meet the inclusion criteria and
were included in the literature map. A list of included reviews is in Appendix C. We did not
identify additional eligible reviews or relevant reports via the search of government or
organization Web sites. Reviews were excluded (1) because they included mixed interventions,
some of which did not meet our definition of telehealth, and they did not report results separately
for the interventions of interest to us, or (2) they did not meet our requirements for a systematic
review (as differentiated from a narrative or general review). These excluded reviews are listed
in Appendix D.
Figure 2. Literature flow diagram

a

Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews.
Grey literature search included the New York Academy of Medicine Grey Literature Collection, Web sites for the American
Telemedicine Association, U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, Healthcare Information and Management Systems
Society, U.S. Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, Personal Connected Health Alliance, Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services, The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology, Wireless-Life
Sciences Alliance, U.S. Health Resources and Services Administration, National Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs, and U.S. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. Other sources include reference lists of
relevant articles, systematic reviews, etc.
b
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Description of Included Systematic Reviews
The 44 included reviews met the strict criteria we established to distinguish systematic
reviews that provided content that was organized, analyzed, and presented in a way that could
support policy and practice decisions about telehealth.30-73 Information abstracted from each
included systematic review is detailed in the evidence tables in Appendixes E and F. Figure 3
presents the publication year of the included reviews, showing that 70 percent published since
2011.
Figure 3. Publication dates for included systematic reviews

Table 1 includes descriptive information on basic characteristics of the included reviews,
such as the final year of the searches performed in the review, which we used as a means of
checking how current the information was that formed the basis for the reviews. Table 1 also
reports the setting (i.e., where the patients were located). In the majority of reviews, the patients
were in their home (63%), while a small number of reviews addressed telehealth when the
patient was hospitalized (4%), and some included a mixture of settings (30%). In terms of the
types of outcomes reported, 50 percent reported clinical outcomes, 16 percent reported cost
outcomes, and 34 percent reported both clinical and cost outcomes.
Table 1 also includes three characteristics that could be used to consider the rigor and utility
of the reviews. The current standards for systematic reviews require more than simply cataloging
studies.26-28 We defined “strength of evidence” as synthesis across studies that incorporates
prespecified criteria. Quality assessment of individual studies can contribute to strength of
evidence but alone is often not sufficient. Half of the included reviews reported some form of
strength of evidence assessment. We also reported on whether the reviews included a metaanalysis. While quantitative synthesis is not appropriate in all cases, it was used in 14 (32%)
reviews. The final characteristic of the included reviews reported in Table 1 is whether the
review was or was not able to draw a conclusion about the effectiveness of telehealth. Just under
one fifth (18%) reported that the evidence was inconsistent or contradictory (we used the neutral
term, unclear) and did not draw a conclusion after reviewing the literature.
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Table 1. Characteristics of included systematic reviews
Study Characteristic

Final year of search in
systematic review

Setting – Location of patient

Telehealth Modality

Outcome type
Strength of evidence reported
in systematic review
Meta-analysis conducted in
systematic review
Conclusion reported in
systematic review

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Home
Hospital
Mixed Locations
Asynchronous communication
Mobile phone
Videoconferencing
More than one technology
Clinical
Cost
Both
No
Yes
No
Yes
Conclusion drawn
Unable to draw conclusion

Systematic Reviews
(N)
1
1
5
1
11
7
10
1
5
2
28
3
13
12
2
11
19
22
7
15
22
22
30
14
36
8

Percent of
Systematic
Reviews
2.3
2.3
11.4
2.3
25.0
15.9
22.7
2.3
11.4
4.6
63.6
6.8
29.6
27.3
4.6
25.0
43.2
50.0
15.9
34.1
50.0
50.0
68.2
31.8
81.8
18.2

The modality or technology used for telehealth is included in Table 1 and also in Figure 4.
Many reviews (43%) included several modalities either within or across studies;33-37,39,4244,47,48,57,63,64,66,69,72-74
however, studies of asynchronous communication (27%)30,38,41,51,52,56,5860,62,65,70
and videoconferencing (25%)31,32,40,49,50,53,54,61,67,68,71 also accounted for a sizable
proportion of the reviews.
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Figure 4. Telehealth modality of included systematic reviews

As technology has changed over time, we also looked at the distribution of the modalities
covered by the included reviews by publication date (Figure 5). The number of reviews
published that look at several technologies (mixed) increased through 2012, then declined to one
per year in 2013 and 2014, and none so far in 2015. One or more reviews of studies of video
have been published every year from 2008 to 2014. More recently, since 2010, reviews have
been published that evaluate the use of asynchronous communication and mobile phones.
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Figure 5. Distribution of systematic reviews by telehealth modalities and publication year

In Table 2 we provide the classifications of the included systematic reviews according to the
clinical focus and telehealth function. “Clinical focus” is the clinical condition, indication, or
situation telehealth was used to address. Function is the role telehealth played in healthcare.
These characteristics are described in more detail below. Data from Table 2 as well as the
conclusions of the included systematic reviews were used to generate the bubble plots presented
later in this report.
The most frequent clinical focus is “mixed chronic conditions.” These nine systematic
reviews all defined their inclusion criteria such that the reviews combined studies of multiple
individual conditions, included primary studies with patients with more than one condition, or
both. For example, the review by de Jong that evaluates internet communication between health
providers and patients with chronic conditions includes studies in which all patients have the
same condition (e.g., diabetes), studies in which patients have related conditions (e.g., chronic
neurological conditions), and studies in which included patients have different conditions (e.g.,
chronically ill women with a variety of clinical conditions).38 The similarity in all these reviews
is that their scopes are limited to chronic conditions. Mixed conditions is the label given to
reviews that included a wide range of conditions, all of which may not typically be considered
chronic. In many cases these reviews focused on a particular technology or health care function
and included studies from varied patient populations. For example a review of electronic patient
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portals included studies with populations undergoing in vitro fertilization, with diabetes, with
congestive heart failure, and patients without specific conditions.30 Another review of electronic
symptom reporting included studies of patients with several conditions including cancer and
diabetes.48
In telehealth function, there is a similar category, multiple functions. Six reviews were coded
this way when the included studies stated telehealth was used for more than one function. In two
reviews the focus was on a specific technology, video conferencing67,71 or the internet,41 but the
technology was used to monitor, communicate with, and treat patients.
Table 2. Clinical focus and telehealth function of included systematic reviews

Study
Characteristic
Totals

Clinical Focus

Telehealth Function

-Mixed Chronic Condition
Cardiovascular Disease
Diabetes
Behavioral Health
Mixed Conditions (not all
chronic)
Physical Rehabilitation
Respiratory Disease
ICU or Surgery Support
Burn Care
Preterm Birth
Communication and
Counseling
Monitoring and Management
Multiple functions
Psychotherapy
Consultation
Telerehabilitation
Telementoring

20.5
13.6
13.6
11.4

Individual
Studies
included in
Systematic
a
Reviews
(N)
732
199
41
92
134

Patients (N)
182,397
54,166
21,563
17,261
35,713

5

11.4

120

38,135

4
4
3
1
1

9.1
9.1
6.8
2.3
2.3

69
44
19
24
15

5,302
2,962
193
6,782
6,026

14

31.8

254

85,014

12
6
5
3
3
1

27.3
13.6
11.4
6.8
6.8
2.3

165
120
118
37
53
10

33,765
22,052
29,293
13,709
4,152
118

Systematic
Reviews (N)
44
9
6
6
5

Percent of
Systematic
Reviews by
Category

a

ICU=intensive care unit
a
These are deduplicated numbers, meaning for example that if one study was included in two different systematic reviews on the
use of telehealth for diabetes, the study and its participating patients are only counted once.

Figures 6 and 7 graphically present the distribution of included systematic reviews across the
three major characteristics of the reviews (clinical focus, telehealth function, and telehealth
modality).
Figure 6 depicts the distribution across clinical focus areas for the included reviews. Taking
into account the number of reviews, primary studies, and patients, the most common clinical
focus areas studied were mixed chronic conditions (20%),38,40-42,44,52,61,67,69 followed by
cardiovascular disease (14%),33,34,37,39,59,66 diabetes (14%),35,45,55,60,62,73 behavioral health
(11%),31,43,57,63,65 and mixed clinical conditions (11%).30,48,51,56,71 Focus areas that represent less
than 10 percent of included systematic reviews included physical rehabilitation (9%),49,54,64,74
respiratory disease (9%),36,47,50,58 intensive care unit (ICU) or surgery support (7%),32,53,68 burn
care (2%),72 and preterm birth (2%).70 Nearly one-third of included systematic reviews (31%)
focused on mixed chronic or mixed but not chronic conditions.
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Figure 7 depicts the distribution of the function the telehealth interventions perform in health
care delivery. The included reviews examined telehealth used to provide treatment, monitor
patients’ signs and symptoms, or facilitate communication between provider and patient. These
functions could replace or supplement in person service delivery Telehealth was most frequently
used for communication and counseling (32%)30,35,38,48,51,52,55,56,59,60,62,64,65,73 and monitoring and
management (27%).33,34,37,44,47,50,58,61,66,68-70 Some of the reviews combined research on multiple
functions (14%).36,41,42,45,67,71
Figure 6. Clinical focus of included systematic reviews

ICU=intensive care unit

Figure 7. Telehealth function of included systematic reviews
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Indicators of Rigor of the Reviews
In Table 1 we reported selected characteristics of the included reviews that could be
interpreted as indicators of the rigor of the review. Specifically assessing the results across
studies using either a “strength of evidence approach” or considering quantitative synthesis (i.e.,
a meta-analysis) are of interest, as reviews that incorporate these approaches may be more
sophisticated and in accordance with contemporary standards. Additionally, these tools may
produce results and conclusions that are more definitive and easier to interpret.
In Tables 3 and 4 we report the percentage of included systematic reviews that used these
approaches (strength of evidence and meta-analysis) as well as the number of studies in the
reviews that were randomized controlled trials (RCTs), according to clinical focus and telehealth
function. While it is possible for RCTs to be of poor quality, randomized studies are generally
considered to be higher in the hierarchy of evidence than observational studies, and a
preponderance of RCT is often an indication both of interest in the topic and the quality of the
evidence.
Table 4 reports these systematic review characteristics by clinical focus. From this table it is
possible to see that some clinical areas, such as burn care and ICU/surgery support, have been
the focus of at least one systematic review, but that these reviews contain no or few RCTs and do
not report meta-analyses. However, of the three reviews about ICU/surgery support, two of the
three included a strength of evidence assessment. Reviews of other areas have a large proportion
of RCTs such as cardiovascular disease (78%).
Table 3. Data synthesis methods for systematic reviews by clinical focus

Number of
Systematic
Telehealth Clinical Focus
Reviews (N=44)
Behavioral Health
5
Burn Care
1
Cardiovascular Disease
6
Diabetes
6
ICU or Surgery Support
3
Mixed Chronic Condition
9
Mixed Condition
5
Physical Rehabilitation
4
Preterm Birth
1
Respiratory Disease
4
ICU=intensive care unit, RCT=randomized controlled trial

Individual Studies
Within Systematic
Reviews That
Were RCTs
n/N (%)
67/134 (50)
0/24 (0)
32/41 (78)
67/92 (73)
1/19 (5)
129/199 (65)
90/120 (75)
28/69 (41)
15/15 (100)
22/44 (50)

Systematic
Reviews That
Conducted MetaAnalysis
n/N (%)
1/5 (20)
0/1(0)
3/6 (50)
2/6 (33)
0/0 (0)
3/9 (33)
1/5 (20)
1/4 (25)
1/1 (100)
2/4 (50)

Systematic
Reviews That
Report Strength
of Evidence
n/N (%)
1/5 (20)
0/1 (0)
4/6 (67)
3/6 (50)
2/3 (67)
5/9 (56)
1/5 (20)
2/4 (50)
1/1 (100)
3/4 (75)

Table 5 includes the same information by telehealth functions. Reviews of telehealth for
consultation and telerehabilitation have fewer RCTs. Reviews of communication and counseling
studies contain 86 percent RCTs.
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Table 4. Data synthesis methods for systematic reviews by telehealth function

Telehealth Function
Communication and Counseling
Consultation
Mixed
Monitoring and Management
Psychotherapy
Telementoring
Telerehabilitation
RCT=randomized controlled trial

Number of
Systematic
Reviews
14
3
6
12
5
1
3

Studies in
Systematic
Reviews That Are
RCTs
n/N (%)
219/254 (86)
1/37 (3)
51/120 (43)
109/165 (66)
51/118 (43)
0/10 (0)
20/53 (38)

Systematic
Reviews That
Conducted MetaAnalysis n/N (%)
6/14 (43)
1/3 (33)
0/6 (0)
5/12 (42)
1/5 (20)
0/1 (0)
1/3 (33)

Systematic
Reviews That
Report Strength
of Evidence
n/N (%)
5/14 (36)
1/3 (33)
4/6 (67)
8/12 (67)
2/5 (40)
1/1 (100)
1/3 (33)

We also evaluated the included reviews (n=44) for relationship between the conclusion (i.e.,
whether the telehealth provided benefit) and several independent variables, including setting
(home vs. not); use of quantitative analysis (meta-analysis or not); use of strength of evidence (or
not reported); and type of outcome (clinical, cost or utilization, or combined). Conclusions
(dependent variables) were defined with two approaches: (1) benefit vs. no benefit and (2)
reported positive or negative conclusion vs. no clear conclusion. All included studies were coded
to report these independent and dependent variables. Chi square tests were used to explore if
there were differences between the observed counts and the expected counts in pivot tables
generated by Excel®. We found no statistically significant relationships (p>0.05) across all eight
chi-square analyses; however, the cell sizes for some comparisons were less than 10, suggesting
that this quantitative approach is not appropriate for the analysis of this number of reviews and
variables. To better understand the relationships between clinical condition, telehealth function
and effectiveness we used qualitative approaches and the graphical presentations included in the
next section.

Evidence Map Core
The bubble and intersection plots in the sections below constitute the core of our evidence
map and help to clarify the type of evidence that exists on telehealth and how useful it is for
policymaking and clinical decisionmaking. We constructed the plots for clinical focus and for
telehealth function. After examining the results, we decided that the category clinical focus and
the intersection plot provided the insights that most closing matched current stakeholder interests
in telehealth and provided the best way to summarize and assess the state of the evidence. Hence,
we provided a more detailed analysis of this based on these after providing the overview of the
three plots.

Clinical Focus
Figure 8 is the bubble plot by clinical focus. In this plot each bubble is a clinical focus area.
The y-axis is the number of patients in studies in the systematic reviews, so the higher up the
bubble is on the grid, the more patients were studied. The lists of studies were deduplicated, such
that each patient is counted only once in the plot. The size of the bubble is the number of studies
included in the reviews, again with each study counted only once when determining the size of
the bubble. The horizontal placement along the x-axis is determined by weighting the overall
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conclusion of each review (coded as 1=no benefit, 2=unclear, 3=potential benefit, and 4=
positive benefit) by the number of studies in the review. As stated above in the Methods section,
the weighted estimate of reported effect was created by multiplying the overall conclusion code
by the number of studies in the review and then averaging across the reviews for the clinical area
or function. Bubbles more to the right indicate more positive findings while bubbles to the left
represent findings that are unclear or found no benefit. While the weighting does not create a
value with absolute meaning, it allows comparisons of the consistency and direction of the
conclusions by clinical area or function.
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Figure 8. Telehealth literature map by clinical focus

More Positive Results

Notes:
a. Bubble size reflects the number of individual studies included in the systematic reviews. Smaller bubbles indicate fewer studies, larger bubbles indicate more studies.
b. Weighted relative benefit is calculated by weighting the overall conclusion of each review by the number of studies in the review. Bubbles to the right indicate more positive
findings while bubbles to the left represent findings that are unclear or found no benefit.
ICU=intensive care unit
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As noted above (Table 2), the research volume, as measured by both the number of studies
and the number of patients, is largest for mixed chronic conditions, followed by behavioral
health. The third category, mixed conditions, includes reviews that combined studies across
various acute and chronic conditions with no limitations on types of patients. This finding is
represented on the plot by the fact that the bubbles are large and higher up on the y-axis. These
bubbles are also further to the right, indicating the conclusions of the reviews were that telehealth
consistently provides benefit. The bubble representing diabetes shows that it is the single
condition with the most studies (size of bubble) that have included over 10,000 patients (y-axis).
The position in the middle of the plot area represents that in general the reviews found positive
or potentially positive benefits.
Reviewing the bubble plot provides a means of both comparing the characteristics of
available evidence across topics and identifying areas where systematic reviews are not available
to support decisions. The next steps in our analyses and mapping are designed to explore what
evidence is available for clinical focus areas not covered by our included systematic reviews.

Telehealth Function
In addition to the evidence map by clinical focus, we also looked at the evidence by
telehealth function. Figure 9 represents the same included systematic reviews as shown in Figure
7 except the reviews are summarized by the function telehealth played instead of clinical focus.
Each bubble is a function for telehealth. The other variables are the same as in Figure 6. The
y-axis is the number of patients in a deduplicated list of studies in the systematic reviews; the
size of the bubble is the number of unique studies included in the reviews about that function.
The horizontal placement along the x-axis is determined by weighting the overall conclusion of
each review by the number of studies in the review (bubbles more to the right indicate more
positive findings while bubbles to the left represent finding that that are unclear or found no
benefit).
In this bubble chart, psychotherapy and communication and counseling are the function
bubbles furthest to right, indicating the most reports of positive benefits of telehealth when used
for these purposes. However, the psychotherapy bubble is smaller and lower on the y-axis than
the communication and counseling bubble, meaning that there are fewer studies and fewer
patients in these reviews. Communication and counseling is the largest and highest bubble,
indicating a high number of studies that evaluated this function, and it is also closest to the top of
the plot area, indicating that these studies included the largest number of patients. Its location in
the center on the x-axis suggests the conclusions tend toward potential benefit.
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Figure 9. Telehealth literature map by function of telehealth

Fewer Positive Results

Notes:
a. Bubble size reflects the number of individual studies included in the systematic reviews. Smaller bubbles indicate fewer studies, larger bubbles indicate more studies.
b. Weighted relative benefit is calculated by weighting the overall conclusion of each review by the number of studies in the review. Bubbles to the right indicate more positive
findings while bubbles to the left represent findings that are unclear or found no benefit.
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The Intersection of Clinical Areas and Telehealth Intervention
Function
While much can be learned and several conclusions drawn from examining the literature on
telehealth by clinical area/population of patients or by the health care function telehealth serves,
examining the intersection of clinical areas and functions provides additional, more finely
grained and potentially more useful insight, in terms of determining which telehealth
intervention(s) could or should be used in specific patient populations. Figure 10 displays how
the evidence clusters by telehealth clinical area and function. Each of the systematic reviews that
provide evidence for the intersection of the clinical area and function are represented in the
corresponding cell by a circle that is shaded to represent the overall conclusion of the review.
The number of studies in each review is included to the right of the small bubbles. This
intersection plot demonstrates how the research evidence about telehealth clusters into a few
clinical area/telehealth function pairs, the extent to which the conclusions are consistent within
and across these pairs, and the volume of research for each pair.
For example, the pair with the most reviews is “Diabetes and Communication/Counseling”.
There are five circles in this cell representing five systematic reviews. The shading indicates that
the conclusions included two finding telehealth provided benefit, two citing potential benefit, and
one did not reach a conclusion. The reviews are small to medium sized including 14 to 35
studies.
Identifying this subgroup of reviews allows more details to be examined in order to better
understand patterns and diversity within the pairs. Using the diabetes and communication pair as
an example, of the reviews that concluded that telehealth resulted in benefit or potential benefit
three focused on a specific technology. One review focused on how mobile phones were used in
several ways to provide support and encouragement for patient self-management activities such
as monitoring glucose, exercise and maintaining diets and found strong evidence of improvement
in glycemic control in all patients, but the strongest for Type II patients.55 The second examined
patient web portals and how they supported self-management, education and communication and
found this type of telehealth has a positive impact on patient outcomes, communication, access,
and patient satisfaction.60 A third review of web-based interventions for type 2 diabetes
concluded the web could be used for behavioral interventions and to support self-management
but that the favorable results were enhanced if these were supplemented by other interventions
such as case managers or mobile phone support and follow-up.62 The other review that reported
potential benefits included studies that that evaluated the use of a range of technologies to
promote physical activity as part of type 2 diabetes management and concluded that research
suggests that telehealth is effective but that additional interventions were needed to sustain
adherence, noting that the high dropout rate also raised concerns about potential bias in the
results.35 The fifth study in this pair also included studies of different technology (e.g., electronic
messaging, websites, and video conferencing) used to support glycemic control in patients with
type 2 diabetes, but concluded the evidence in their review of was ‘unconvincing’ due to
concerns about publication bias and a small effects.73 The sixth review related to diabetes is in
the mixed function group as it included studies of mobile phone use both for communication as
well as monitoring and management. This review concluded that telehealth show promise in this
area but the evidence was lacking due to lack of rigorous study designs, specifically insufficient
sample sizes and short interventions and follow-up.45
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Empty cells include both potentially important topics for which did not identify any reviews,
and therefore could be topics for future reviews if primary literature is available. Some empty
cells are intersections that are not applicable. (e.g., psychotherapy and physical rehabilitation).
Examining this plot shows where synthesized bodies of evidence (that is systematic reviews)
about telehealth are available allows more in-depth examination of details such as those included
above about telehealth for diabetes and communication. Considering the empty cells or those
with few or limited reviews allows consideration of the importance of these areas and whether
they are gaps that should be addressed in future reviews and/or primary research. In the next
sections of the results we identify gaps and delve more into selected topics. Then in the
Discussion we use this information to create categories related to the sufficiency and need for
research in selected areas.
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Figure 10. Evidence for the intersection of clinical focus and telehealth function
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Gaps and Priority Topics
Evidence Gaps
In order to identify which clinical and functional focus areas were not covered in the
included systematic reviews, we assembled lists of telehealth practice domains generated by
organizations and in reports on uses of telehealth, reviewed the notes from our KI interviews,
and drew on our team’s experience and expertise. Examples are included in Table 5. Certain
domains on these lists may not be relevant if they do meet the definition of telehealth used for
this report. For example, remote health care data management and some ancillary telemedicine
services may not involve or augment an interaction between a provider and patient, and would
not be included here. It is also important to note that there is no definitive or authoritative list of
domains, that these lists may not directly correlate with our clinical focus areas and our
definition of telehealth, and that the domains across these lists may overlap. While this could be
problematic if mutually exclusive categories were needed, for our purpose, which is to identify
areas where systematic reviews that could support decisions are not available, these are useful.
An initial review of these lists led us to identify certain areas that were not represented in our
included reviews. For example, one such area is urgent/primary care.
Table 5. Examples of telehealth practice domains from four key sources
American Telemedicine
Association workgroups75
• Wounds and Burns
• Tele-ICU
• Internet-based Telemental
Health
• Telepathology
• Urgent/Primary Care
• Remote Prescribing
• Remote Healthcare Data
Management

Center for Connected
Health Policy Report76
• Office/Outpatient Visits
• Pediatrics and Pediatric
Subspecialties
• Psychotherapy and
Assessment
• Case Management
• Specialty Consults
• Chronic Disease
Management (Diabetes,
COPD, CHF, End Stage
Renal Disease)
• Cardiac Monitoring
(included implanted device)
• Medical Nutrition
• Obstetric Monitoring
• Speech Therapy
CHF=congestive heart failure, COPD=chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, ICU=intensive care unit
Institute of Medicine18
• Home and
Community-based
Care
• Office-based
Telemedicine
• Ancillary Telemedicine
Services
• Hospital-based
Telemedicine
• Rural Health

Telehealth Round
Table Testimony17
• Patient Portals
• eConsults
• Video Visits and
Consults
• E-ICU
• Telestroke

In order to determine if systematic reviews were underway on additional topics, we searched
PROSPERO, the international prospective register of systematic reviews maintained by the
University of York, Centre for Reviews and Dissemination.77 We searched from August 1, 2013,
to the present for any ongoing reviews with the following words in any field: “telehealth” OR
“telecare” OR “telemedicine” OR “eHealth” OR “mHealth.” We reviewed the resulting 84
protocols and excluded nine that were not relevant, leaving 75 reviews that are underway that
have been registered. A complete list of the topics identified is in Appendix H. The most
frequent specific topic not well-represented in our included completed reviews was
maternal/child health. Other topics such as diabetes (6 reviews in progress) and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (2 reviews in progress) are already represented in our
included reviews, however, the PROSPERO entry means additional evidence syntheses will be
available in the near future.
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We also looked at the reviews we excluded (see Appendix D for a list and Appendix I for a
Table with the clinical focus area and the number of reviews). While these reviews did not meet
our inclusion criteria,, knowing there are substantial numbers of these reviews and which clinical
areas they cover is useful because it could indicate that a more formal, rigorous, or differently
structured systematic review could be conducted using the primary studies in these reviews. An
assessment of the clinical focus areas covered in these excluded reviews revealed that that there
are additional areas not well covered in our included reviews such as cancer, chronic pain,
autism, and pregnancy (limited to one review on uterine monitoring to prevent preterm birth). At
the same time, this list also includes many of the areas are covered in our included reviews,
suggesting it is possible additional research exists that could be added to the body of evidence for
these areas. It may also suggest that the studies in these reviews could be useful if reanalyzed.
Specifically, the studies in these reviews that have telehealth interventions that meet the
definition could be presented in subgroup analysis and/or the reviews could be redone to include
quality assessments.
After reviewing the topics covered in the included systematic reviews, reviews in progress,
and the reviews that were excluded, we identified three areas in which telehealth has been
proposed as appropriate or studied that were not well-represented: (1) triage for urgent
care/primary care; (2)maternal health; (3) pediatric cancer and chronic pediatric health
conditions. We conducted a targeted search for primary studies on each of these topics (from
2006) and reviewed the abstracts for clinical focus, telehealth function, and modality. (Search
strategies appear in Appendix A.)
Triage for urgent care has historically been provided most often in the form of advice from a
nurse by phone; however, recent studies suggest telehealth is playing an increasing role,
particularly related to heart health. Telehealth interventions are being used help decide the level
of care needed in different situations. These have been used to address the following indications:
chronic heart failure, arrhythmias causing dizziness/presyncope, flu, and a variety of primary
care indications. Telehealth interventions are being used for the following functions:
communication, monitoring, and diagnosis of heart arrhythmia conditions. Several modalities are
described in the literature: mobile phone images, patient portals, single-lead electrocardiogram,
mobile applications, and continuous mobile cardiac outpatient telemetry. We reviewed 353
abstracts of primary studies but identified only five potentially relevant studies, two of which
were about cardiac care and may overlap with our included reviews on cardiovascular disease.
Much of this literature on triage was about telephone only advice or nurse lines, which is not
telehealth as defined for our evidence map. Another subtopic identified that did not fit our
definition is use by first responders forwarding data to the emergency room about myocardial
function or other cardiovascular problems so the emergency department can be prepared when
the patient arrives.
For maternal health, we reviewed 129 abstracts and identified 33 articles that evaluated
several telehealth functions (remote fetal monitoring, antepartum cardiotocography monitoring,
triage, consultation, counseling and health promotion, communication, screening, and diagnosis)
in managing the following: gestational diabetes, perinatal depression, high-risk pregnancy, fetal
and pediatric cardiology, pre-eclampsia, pregnancy termination, and fetal alcohol spectrum
disorder. The studies used several modalities, including robotic ultrasound, videoconferencing,
patient portals, text messaging/SMS, customized Web sites, mobile applications, and electronic
logbooks.
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We reviewed 61 abstracts from our search on telehealth for pediatric cancer and other
chronic pediatric conditions. We found 12 potentially relevant studiesarticles that performed
the following telehealth functions: counseling in the form of support to families, remote case
management, monitoring, psychotherapy, and consultation. These studies addressed the
following indications: five were about pediatric cancer and the others covered several conditions
including asthma, tic disorders, and other complex illnesses.

Clinical Focus Priority Topics
In creating the plots and tables, we sorted the included reviews into 10 different clinical
categories and 7 different functions. While it is not unusual for bubble plots in literature maps to
have 30 to 50 categories,5,8 we also wanted to look across categories and summarize the results
related to key policy and practice questions. In this section we describe in more detail the
findings of two subsets of the reviews that cut across categories and overlap, but that represent
important approaches to considering telehealth.

Chronic Disease/Older Patients
A frequently cited target population for telehealth is patients with chronic disease, most of
whom are older. The logic is straight forward, if over simplified here: patients with chronic
disease are likely to require frequent visits for monitoring and management as well as support to
self-manage their conditions; however, they may have barriers to access or office visits may not
be the best type of support and these challenges can be ameliorated by telehealth. Furthermore,
by avoiding acute episodes (e.g., hospitalization for COPD) or adverse effects (e.g., amputations
in diabetics) telehealth can reduce costs while increasing function and quality of life.
Twenty-three of the systematic reviews we identified for this report examined telehealth in
either multiple chronic conditions or specific chronic conditions. This included the nine reviews
we classified as mixed chronic conditions,38,40-42,44,61,67,69 all six of the reviews that focused
specifically on diabetes,35,45,55,60,62,73 four33,34,37,66 of the six reviews on cardiovascular disease
(those not considered chronic include one about acute myocardial infarction39 and one about
primary prevention),59 and three of four about respiratory illness (one included telehealth use in
transplant),47 including two about COPD50,58 and one about cystic fibrosis.36 Only two of these
reviews, one about diabetes45 and one about cystic fibrosis36 included studies with children as
well as adults, while one additional review included one study of the parents of diabetic
children.60 While most of the reviews did not specify elderly, the patients in these studies were
adults with chronic conditions and most were older. The majority of the systematic reviews (9 of
22) included telehealth interventions used for monitoring and management: seven reviews
focused on telehealth used to provide counseling or facilitate other communication and five
reviews included multiple functions, while one review examined the use of telehealth for
psychological therapies.
As a group, the conclusions of the systematic reviews of research on the effectiveness of
telehealth for chronic conditions were generally positive. Eight of the 22 studies (36%) reported
benefits in primary or most outcomes, nine reported potential benefits, three found no benefit,
and two stated that it was unclear. Details on the findings from the eight reviews reporting
benefits are included in Table 6 below. These eight reviews have characteristics associated with
rigorous systematic review methods: six of the eight included some approach to assessing the
evidence across studies and four of the eight included a quantitative meta-analysis.
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Table 6. Selected results: Telehealth for chronic conditions
Author, Year
Number of RCTs/Total Number of
Included Studies
Clinical Focus
Telehealth Function
, 50

Kamei, 2013
7/9
COPD
Monitoring and Management
a, 58

McLean, 2011
10/10
COPD
Monitoring and Management

Selected Results: Clinical
Outcomes
Mortality: No significant difference (5
trials)

Selected Results: Cost and/or
Utilization
Fewer hospitalizations
Meta-analysis of 6 trials

Fewer disease exacerbations
Risk ratio from meta-analysis (2 trials)
Higher quality of life (2 trials)

Fewer emergency department visits
Meta-analysis of 4 trials
Fewer hospitalizations
Meta-analysis of 6 trials

Mortality: No significant difference 3
trials

Fewer emergency department visits
Meta-analysis of 3 trials
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Dang, 2008
9/9
Heart Failure
Monitoring and Management

Lower mortality in 3 studies (not
significant in 4; not reported in 2)

Lower direct costs
Reduced compared to usual care in
all nine studies that analyzed this
(range 1.6% to 68.3%).
Attributable to reductions in
hospitalizations.

66

Seto, 2008
4/10
Heart Failure
Monitoring and Management

Fewer heart failure-related hospital
admissions: 6 of 9 studies (1 trend
toward increase; 2 not reported)

None reported

Lower patient costs: 1 study reported
reductions in travel costs
69

Tran, 2008
18/34
Mixed Chronic Conditions
Monitoring and Management
38

de Jong, 2014
15/15
Mixed Chronic Conditions
Communication and Counseling

Improvement in clinical outcomes for
diabetes and heart failure, metaanalysis of 12 and 5 trials (not seen in
COPD—1 study reported higher
mortality)
Improvement in clinical outcomes (5
studies)
Improvement in symptoms (5 trials)

Fewer hospitalization and emergency
visits
More primary care and specialty visits

Physician visits: difference not
significant 2 trials

Positive psychosocial outcomes (5
trials)

60

Osborn, 2010
Improvement in clinical outcomes, 5
8/15
studies improvement in disease
Diabetes
management (10 studies)
Communication and Counseling
55
Liang, 2010
Improvement in clinical outcomes,
11/22
meta-analysis of 22 studies
Diabetes
(diabetes)
Communication and Counseling
COPD=chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder, RCT=randomized controlled trial
a
Two individual studies are repeated in these reviews

Lower hospitalizations and
emergency room visits: 1 trial

None reported

Monitoring and Management
Remote monitoring and management is a telehealth functions frequently studied. Twelve of
the included reviews assessed telehealth use for monitoring and managing
illnesses33,34,37,44,47,50,58,61,66,68-70 and three assessed multiple functions that included monitoring
and management.41,42,71 Remote monitoring is of particular interest in considering telehealth
because it makes new or significantly different forms of information and treatment available that
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can supplement and extend office-based care rather than replace face to face interactions.
Specifically, many remote monitoring applications of telehealth allows patients to provide more
data to providers, in a more timely way than could be obtained in outpatient visits or allows
patients to be monitored in their homes rather than in hospitals. With this information, providers
can then tailor their recommendations and treatment. In this usage, telehealth changes not just the
mode of care delivery (from face to face and in real time to something distant and/or
asynchronous); rather it transforms the care itself.
In some studies remote monitoring uses specialized devices to record and transmit data, but
some types of remote monitoring may be done using more standard devices with specialized
applications (e.g., mobile phones and internet connections). Most, but not all of the reviews we
identified used remote monitoring and management in the context of single or multiple common
chronic conditions (e.g., diabetes, COPD, and congestive heart failure). The exceptions were a
review of uterine monitoring of pregnant women to prevent pre term births70 and monitoring that
allowed parents to monitor babies in neonatal ICU and communicate with providers.68
Of the 15 reviews that synthesized studies of monitoring, five concluded telehealth lead to
positive benefits, five concluded benefits were possible, one was inconclusive, and four reported
no benefit from telehealth. The five that reported benefits overlapped with those discussed in
relation to chronic disease and are in the first five rows in Table 6 and the five that concluded
potential benefit for remote monitoring and management also addressed chronic conditions.
Three of the four that reported not finding benefits explored very different applications of
remote monitoring: a review of the use of home uterine monitors to prevent pre-term birth that
found no impact on maternal and perinatal outcomes,70 a review of the addition of real time
video as part of home care,61 and a review that identified only one study of the use of monitoring
with parents with babies in neonatal intensive care unit that did not find a significant difference
in the primary outcome (i.e., length of hospital stay).68
While the overlap of telehealth for chronic conditions and monitoring is not unexpected, it
reinforces the potential of telehealth as a positive, transformative force in the care of chronic
illnesses, but one that may require more attention, development or more adaptation for other
uses.

Telehealth and New Models of Payment and Service Delivery
A key policy consideration is how telehealth might figure into new service delivery and
payment models. Initiatives such as value-based purchasing and Accountable Care Organizations
have been designed to create incentives for care that is high quality, accessible, and lower cost.78
Indeed, the US Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services has a stated a goal of increasing
Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement to value-based models that share risk with provider
organizations and give incentive for more coordinated and efficient care.79 The incentives are to
improve or meet targets for performance on multiple measures. For example in the Medicare
hospital value-based purchasing program, payments are adjusted based how a hospital scores on
several measures in four domains (clinical processes, patient experiences, outcomes, and
efficiency).80
Many of the evaluations of telehealth we identified considered a variety of outcomes,
including clinical outcomes as well as health services utilization (e.g., hospitalizations and urgent
visits) and costs. While most studies did include more than a single outcome, none purposefully
examined the impact of telehealth on all the domains or the groups of measures used in these
new models. This is understandable, as the widespread use of these models of reimbursement are
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relatively new to healthcare in the US and abroad, and no studies of telehealth have been able to
assess the contribution of telehealth to value-based models yet.
While it may be possible to make some inferences with regards to value-based care across
studies, doing so would require re-examining the literature and organizing a review around
groups of measures similar to those used in these new models. However, this approach is
unlikely to identify studies where the suite of measures are used within an organization, making
it difficult to determine how telehealth and performance measures interact across these domains.
Understanding this would require additional primary research that evaluates telehealth on all the
relevant domains, though reviews of existing evidence could be used to inform the development
of a demonstration or evaluation by suggesting which combinations of telehealth with specific
patient populations should be the focus of larger studies.
Carrying out telehealth research under models of value-based care presents an important
opportunity for future work, as any intervention or innovation that delivers care in more
coordinated and efficient ways could be of great benefit to organizations entering into sharedrisk models. For example, the processes and outcomes related to managing chronic disease could
potentially be enhanced by some of the beneficial aspects of telehealth identified in the
systematic reviews described above. Research would need to go beyond clinical factors and
focus on delivering benefits not only from an individual-patient perspective, but also from a
population health management one as well.

Discussion
Summary and Implications
This technical brief was designed to characterize the existing literature available to inform
decisions about telehealth, using an evidence map approach. Various stakeholders, including
federal and state policymakers, health care provider organizations, and insurers and payers, are
faced with making decisions related to supporting, implementing, and paying for telehealth. To
the extent that research can be used as evidence to support these decisions, the literature is
helpful and important. When the evidence either does not exist or exists in a form that is not
useful, additional work is required. An evidence map is a preliminary step in a multifactor
process used to identify existing, relevant evidence and to initiate the process of developing a
research agenda that can address any existing gaps.
This broad overview focuses on 44 systematic reviews that evaluate studies of telehealth,
defined as the use of technology in interactions between providers and patients or between two
providers. We grouped these results by clinical focus areas (a hybrid of conditions, body
systems, and type of health care), and developed an approach to assessing the volume of the
literature in terms of number of unique studies and the number of patients in these studies. We
also weighted the conclusion (i.e., whether telehealth provided a benefit) in order to provide a
relative estimate of the benefit across clinical areas.
Creating bubble and intersection plots allowed us to identify areas where significant evidence
exists supporting the benefits of telehealth (e.g., chronic conditions and behavioral health), where
the evidence is more moderate (e.g., diabetes), and areas with a smaller evidence base and less
positive conclusions (e.g., intensive care unit or surgery support).
We categorized abstracts of reviews in progress, reviews that mixed different interventions or
did not consider the quality of the included studies, and primary studies in order to determine if
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more evidence was available for either the identified clinical focus areas or for areas that
telehealth is likely being used or considered that were not covered by the included reviews. We
identified protocols for 75 reviews in progress that would likely both increase the evidence for
clinical areas we identified, but would also add new topics such as maternal health and
pediatrics. We also considered the reviews we excluded as indicators of the existence of primary
studies that could be reanalyzed. Clinical areas not covered by our included reviews were cancer,
chronic pain, autism, and pregnancy.
Based on a combination of these assessments including the first bubble plot, we identified
three areas that telehealth is being most studied, and we conducted a search and scan of research
primary literature. We identified 33 studies in maternal health, 12 in complex pediatrics, and 5 in
triage that evaluated the effectiveness of telehealth.
In a second plot, we replicated the bubble plot and organized the reviews by the health care
function for which telehealth was used. In this analysis the largest number of studies and largest
number of patient participants involved telehealth for counseling and prevention, but the overall
benefit was moderate. A smaller evidence base of fewer studies and patients was available for
the use of telehealth in psychotherapy, but these studies reported more positive results.
Our third plot depicts the evidence at the intersection of clinical and function, creating
smaller subgroups that we refer to as topics. This plot (Figure 10) showed that the systematic
reviews that met the inclusion criteria were concentrated in communication/counseling and
monitoring/management functions across all clinical categories. Communication/Diabetes had
the most evidence followed by Cardiovascular disease/Monitoring, Communication/Mixed
clinical conditions and Psychotherapy and Behavioral health.
We describe the interventions and results in the reviews about telehealth for diabetes and
communication in the results section as an example and we looked more broadly at applications
for chronic diseases and telehealth use for monitoring and management. Now we draw on these
results as well as the lack of results in some areas to develop recommendations related to the
next steps in developing an evidence base for telehealth.
Considering all the plots and additional analysis, we have created 3 categories for our overall
assessment. These are defined as follows:
Category A: Topics that have a body of evidence that according to our assessment can be
used to inform decisions. For these topics there is a sizable quantity of evidence and some
consistency in the conclusions. While there is always more to be learned and this research may
not answer every specific question, for these topics it seems unlikely that in the near future new
studies would overturn the conclusions.
Category B: Topics that would benefit from new or additional systematic reviews. For these
topics, there appears to be enough primary studies to constitute a body of evidence. However
these have not been a) synthesized in systematic reviews to date; b) have been included in
reviews that did not meet the inclusion criteria (e.g. mixed interventions together or did not
consider the quality of the included studied); or c) were include in reviews that were unable to
draw conclusions.
Category C: Topics that have too few primary studies to constitute a body of evidence that
could support policy decisions. Systematic reviews in these areas would likely be small until
more primary research is done. Because this category is defined by a lack of evidence or
evidence that is very disparate it is necessarily open to speculation and topics would need to be
assessed in term of importance to the field and potential reasons for the difficulty in locating or
the lack of primary studies (e.g. methodological or practical barriers to study).
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In Table 7 below we sort several topics into these three categories and provide a brief
rational for the placement in the assigned category. .
Table 7: Telehealth topics: Evidence based categories
Category
Topic
Rationale
Monitoring/Management for
Systematic reviews available (10), consistent
A
Chronic Conditions
findings of benefit or potential benefit from most
reviews
Communication/Counseling for
Systematic reviews available (8), consistent findings
A
Chronic Conditions
of benefit or potential benefit from most reviews
Systemic
Psychotherapy for Behavioral
3 systematic reviews report benefit or potential
A
Health
benefit; 1 review finds insufficient evidence for a
uses in forensic and correctional psychiatry.
Consultation for Acute and Chronic Three of the included reviews addressed telehealth
Management
for consultations and two of these did not come to a
conclusion. Also consultation is a use that crosses
B
clinical areas and maybe address in enough
excluded and ongoing studies or reviews to be a
viable topic for future syntheses.
Applications for Acute/ICU care
The reviews identified for ICU/Surgery and Burn
including remote monitoring and
Care combined with reviews in progress in critical
telementoring
care and post-operative care suggest a growing
B
literature base on this potentially important use of
telehealth to expand access to high tech care in
areas where it is lacking.
Maternal and child health
Pregnancy and newborn routine health care
monitoring is a frequent reason for health care visits
and access can be challenging in some areas. A
B
preliminary search identified studies that cover a
multiple technologies and uses. A review may be
able to organize the literature in a way that it would
be useful for policy and decision making.
Triage for Urgent and Primary
While this has been proposed as a use for
Care
telehealth, most of the identified research was on
C
telephone only interventions. It is unclear if
telehealth is not used extensively for this purpose or
if it has not been studied.
Applications in pediatrics
Healthcare for children with serious illnesses can be
(managing chronic serious
disruptive and impinge on normal life, activities and
C
conditions)
development. A small number of studies were
identified across diverse conditions
Applications relevant to the
While integration of mental and physical health is an
integration of mental and physical
important goal in many health care reform efforts we
health
did not identify overlap in telehealth research (e.g.,
telehealth to address depression in people with
diabetes or to help patients struggling with addition
to obtain preventive care).
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Limitations of Evidence Maps
Evidence maps by definition are exercises in abstraction and require a reductionist approach
to information. Their purpose is to provide a view that combines a few selected variables in a
way that increases understanding of the topic. Maps of a geographic area usually provide more
information on a selected type of variable, such as natural features (e.g., rivers, mountains, or
elevation) or manmade variables (e.g., roads, city, county, or state boundaries). Similarly,
evidence maps must focus on a limited number of characteristics. These characteristics then have
to be standardized and simplified in way that allows them to be presented simultaneously. By
definition, detail is reduced. Ideally the ability to identify patterns and relationships is worth the
amount of detail lost and helps focus attention on which details should be re-examined.
However, which characteristics are chosen and how data are simplified can also potentially
mislead or at least not respond to the questions they are designed to answer. Other than clarifying
the purpose, soliciting feedback, and refining the approach, there is no way to avoid this
limitation. There is no such thing as a “correct” or “definitive” evidence map. The best that can
be achieved is that a map serves a useful purpose.
Additionally, like a road map, these plots provide information on key variable that help plan
a route, but they do not select the route for the user. Similarly, interpretations of where the
evidence is adequate and where more is needed that can vary based on perspectives and priorities
of the user. Stakeholders interested in different aspects of telehealth maybe more interested in
some specific uses over others. While we cannot address all possible goals and priorities, these
plots and the data in this report and the appendix are provided in order to facilitate other
considerations and interpretations.

Limitations of the Literature
The key limitations of the literature are related to both the nature of telehealth and the current
state of systematic reviews.
Telehealth is a term that has been broadly applied to a range of applications of technology in
health and health care. Using one term to describe everything from generic reminders sent to a
phone, to the use of video for psychotherapy, to a complex system that allows a physician in
another location to participate in a robotic surgery is problematic for many reasons. As we found,
the inclusiveness of the term telehealth can make searching literature and identifying relevant
studies challenging and time consuming. Perhaps more importantly, such broad application of
the term increases the chance that a synthesis could make comparisons of, or summaries across,
very different interventions that perhaps should not be compared.
Knowing the diversity that exists under the label ‘telehealth’, when assessing evidence we
want details that help create meaningful subgroups or identify trends. However, as is often the
case with complex interventions, details about the intervention and implementation are often
under described in primary research and/or not selected for reporting in systematic reviews. In
the literature on telehealth several variables were often not reported (e.g,, the studies we
identified did not discuss the frequencies or the intensity of telehealth use) reported
inconsistently (e.g., such as the particulars of use in different settings such as rural verses urban
health systems) or ambiguous (e.g., the lack of clarity and readers left to assume whether
telehealth was replacing or augmenting in person care).
Another limitation is that systematic reviews should identify, describe, and synthesize
individual studies so that the collective results are accessible and more useful. Not all reviews
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achieve this. Many reviews we examined did not go beyond cataloging the research in detailed
descriptions. Some did not examine the quality of the included studies or discuss how the quality
of studies should affect the interpretation of the findings. Others included very different
interventions and did not separate the findings by type of intervention. The result is often either
the lack of a conclusion or a conclusion that is not at the level required to support current
practice or policy decisions about the use of specific telehealth interventions. While it is possible
that these reviews were designed and executed for other reasons, there is a risk that not only will
their use be limited, but that reviews can become viewed by policy and decisionmakers as an
academic exercise rather than a useful tool
Another challenge with systematic reviews in this literature is the uneven quality of studies
within the reviews. Often, lower-quality studies are less likely to find an effect even where one
exists such that the results of high-quality studies may be muted by lower-quality studies,
especially when the latter are more numerous. This is particularly problematic when results
cannot be analyzed by meta-analysis, where heterogeneity may be identified, and the stability of
findings cannot be tested through sensitivity analysis.

Other Summaries of Telehealth Research
As part of our searching and triage, we looked for other efforts to summarize, describe, or
analyze the evidence base for telehealth. In reviewing both the published literature as well as
grey literature and related Web sites (e.g., US government agency sites) we did not identify any
other efforts to map the literature on telehealth though there have been numerous systematic
reviews. To date we have found no other efforts to summarize what is available to support
decisions and to identify areas lacking evidence that parallels our mapping.
We did identify several “reviews of reviews”, that is syntheses of systematic reviews and
meta-analyses. These are sometimes called umbrella reviews. We found seven of these umbrella
reviews published since 2012.81-87 Some of these asked research questions that differed from the
focus of this literature map. One review addressed factors that promote or inhibit the
implementation of any e-health system and included 37 papers published between 1995 and 2009
that were not only systematic reviews, but also narrative reviews and meta-ethnographies.85
Others defined telehealth differently than it has been defined in this literature map. A metareview of the use of mobile phones and text messaging for self-management interventions for
chronic conditions included 11 systematic reviews,84 but many of the interventions were
unidirectional or not personalized (e.g., appointment reminders, general encouragement). Four of
the reviews did not assess the quality of the included studies. Based on the four highest-quality
reviews, the authors concluded that these technologies show promise, but that “more high-quality
studies are needed to judge the long-term benefits.”
Other umbrella reviews focused on a particular technology or condition and can, in some
cases, be compared to subsets of our map. A summary of 29 systematic reviews on digital selfmanagement support for adults and children with asthma reported evidence of some beneficial
effects on some outcomes but emphasized that the characteristics of the patient population and
the interventions themselves were so poorly described, and so few studies included economic
analysis, that understanding the potential reach and uptake was difficult.87 Another targeted study
summarized the findings of 10 systematic reviews of telepsychiatry.81 While the emphasis for the
review was on the feasibility of use in resource constrained environments (such as South Africa,
the country of the authors), the studies in the reviews were conducted in United States, Canada,
Europe, Australia, Japan, and Hong Kong. These researchers reported the reviews were of
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acceptable quality, but that common deficiencies were lack of grading the strength of evidence or
linking the quality of the included studies to the conclusions. Nevertheless, this review of
reviews concluded that telepsychiatry is as effective as face-to-face treatment and testing and
does improve symptoms. Similarly, a meta-review of systematic reviews of remote monitoring
for heart failure included 17 systematic reviews that summarized studies of implanted devices as
well as telemonitoring. The authors rated seven of these as high-quality reviews, combined the
results across these reviews, and concluded “that remote monitoring improves mortality and
quality of life as well as reduces hospitalizations and, as a consequence, health care costs.”82
However, the authors noted that the evidence bases did not provide enough detail about how to
best target remote monitoring to those most likely to benefit.
Two large reviews of reviews overlapped with many of the objectives of this literature map;
however, they differed in both content and conclusions. Elbert 201483 updated a 2010 review of
reviews by Ekeland88 by summarizing reviews published 2009 -2012. Their definition of eHealth
was narrower than the definition of telehealth used for this map (i.e., excluded interventions that
are not home based like tele-ICU) and they excluded studies of mental health and behavior
change. They included 31 reviews; seven concluded that eHealth is effective and/or cost
effective and 13 concluded the evidence was promising, while 11 reported limited or inconsistent
proof. The authors of this review concluded that while larger more rigorous studies could have
more definite proof of effectiveness, the evidence has been and continues to be promising and
that efforts could be better focused on evaluating the implementation of eHealth interventions
that have been shown to be effective. McLean 2013 identified 80 systematic reviews of
telehealth (using a definition similar to ours, but including phone only support as well) published
between 1997 and November 2011 and summarized these as part of an evaluation for the
National Health Service in the United Kingdom.86 Their conclusion was that “While reported
improvements in surrogate clinical endpoints and hospitalizations are encouraging, the evidence
overall remains equivocal.”86 The author attributed this to the failure of large trials to show
benefit, the focus of research on evaluations of smaller projects that are not scaled in order to
assess long term impact, failure to include patient and broader societal perspectives, and flawed
economic analysis that did not consider downstream effects on the distribution of services.
While our literature map shares some objectives and conclusions with these reviews of
reviews, by definition the scope, analysis and presentation are different. Our literature map scope
is broader than many reviews of reviews, but the key difference is that the analysis is more
descriptive and uses figures and tables to allow comparisons across subtopics within the
literature on telehealth, in order to facilitate identification of topics for which the available
evidence can support decisionmaking.

Future Research
We identified studies in other clinical focus areas that have been included in reviews in ways
that have made them less useful for decisionmaking, as these reviews have identified and
grouped existing research together. This evidence could be reanalyzed in order to support
decisions. Additionally, there are pending reviews and individual studies on several topics that
can add to the evidence base. In a field with such a wealth of information, the key will be to help
decisionmakers identify what important questions are truly still outstanding and develop a
research agenda for both systematic reviews and primary studies that will answer these
questions. This evidence map provides a basis for that effort.
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Another less traditional approach would involve a different kind of “mapping”. It would
involve outlining potential benefits of telehealth, mapping these to the goals and/or measures in
health reform programs, such as value-based purchasing. Then, based on this, a research agenda
for both primary research and systematic reviews could be developed that explicitly addresses
the questions about what role telehealth can and should play in the future of health care.
As evidenced in this literature map, telehealth is used for a variety of functions within
multiple clinical focus areas. Use and evaluation of telehealth is also affected by characteristics
of the care setting and circumstances surrounding individual patients, as depicted in Figure 11.
The studies that make up the existing knowledge base for telehealth typically focus on a limited
number of research questions within a single context. A narrowed research focus and tightly
defined research population can reduce confounders, but it also necessitates that a large number
of studies must be conducted to provide insight into the complex system of care that an
individual patient, or a patient population experiences.
The insights provided by narrowly defined research studies are analogous to looking at a
landscape through a soda straw. One can become overly confident, or miss key insights that
would be more visible in a larger context. As the industry shifts toward value-based care, a
challenge for future telehealth research will be to evaluate the contributions of telehealth across
care contexts, and within increasingly integrated care delivery models, where telehealth may be
but one of many modes of care that a patient may simultaneously experience.
Figure 11. Levels of context influencing telehealth use and evaluation

The implementation of the triple aim, concurrent with move to value-based care, has elevated
the cost of care and the patient experience to equal footing with clinical outcomes of care. This
focus has implications for telehealth in that future research should help providers and health
systems differentiate the value of telehealth services as an addition to traditional in-person care,
and the value of telehealth as a replacement for in-person care. Increasingly, the industry will
need evidence-based practices and guidelines to facilitate decisions regarding when to employ
telehealth services. Guidelines will need to consider the context of care as well as the impact of
telehealth services on the cost, quality and experience of care.
Future telehealth research will also need to look at multiple time horizons. Telehealth
benefits may be seen at the time of the initial service, or over longer periods of time. As the
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Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services tests new payment and service delivery models, it
will be important to ensure that clinical and administrative records reflect which parts of bundled
services were delivered in-person or via telehealth to support longitudinal studies of the
contribution and value of telehealth services within new service delivery models.

Conclusion
Our searches confirmed that there is a large, broad evidence base about the effectiveness of
telehealth, including over 200 systematic reviews and hundreds of primary studies published
since 2006. Although we found that many reviews are not structured or conducted in a way that
would support current decisions related to telehealth, we did identify a substantial amount of
evidence—44 systematic reviews that covered several important clinical focus areas and met our
inclusion criteria. The largest volume of research reported that telehealth interventions produce
positive results when used in the clinical areas of chronic conditions and behavioral health and
when telehealth is used for providing communication/counseling and monitoring/management.
Considering both clinical areas and the functions of telehealth allowed us to create more specific
subgroups and look at the variation and consistency within these as well.
Based on our analysis we suggest advancing telehealth maybe best serviced by a twopronged approach. One approach is to continue to elaborate on our findings as well as develop
additional research in a variety of clinical topics and for different healthcare functions for
telehealth. In areas where we did not find sufficient synthesized research, such as telehealth for
consultation, in acute care, and in maternal and child health new systematic reviews may be able
to organize primary research (some of which is new and some of which has been included in
reviews in the past) into reviews that could address practice and policy considerations related to
these issues. Finally, there clinical areas and roles for telehealth that do not yet have a sufficient
evidence base to support important decisions about practice and policy and in these cases, more
primary research is needed rather than more systematic reviews. We identified triage in
urgent/primary care, management of serious pediatric conditions and the integration of
behavioral and physical health as three potential topics for more primary research.
In addition to considering future systematic reviews and promoting primary research in key
areas telehealth research needs to expand its orientation to include new organizational and
payment models. Going forward, research should be conducted in emerging models of care,
particularly value-based models where use of telehealth may improve the ability to share risk and
attain quality and related outcomes. These studies of telehealth should consider combinations of
applications of telehealth and outcomes that are important in these new models and evaluate the
specific contribution telehealth can make in these contexts.
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